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Qing He,Student Member IEEE, and Di Yuan,Member IEEE

Abstract

We consider a set of transmitter-receiver pairs, or links, that share a wireless medium, and address the problem
of emptying backlogged queues with given initial size at thetransmitters in minimum time. The problem amounts
to determining activation subsets of links, and their time durations, to form a minimum-time schedule. Scheduling
in wireless networks has been studied under various formulations before. In this paper, we present fundamental
insights and solution characterizations that include: (i)showing that the complexity of the problem remains high
for any continuous and increasing rate function, (ii) formulating and proving sufficient and necessary optimality
conditions of two baseline scheduling strategies that correspond to emptying the queues using “one-at-a-time” or
“all-at-once” strategies, (iii) presenting and proving the tractability of the special case in which the transmission
rates are functions only of the cardinality of the link activation sets. These results are independent of physical-layer
system specifications and are valid for any form of rate function. We then develop an algorithmic framework for the
solution to this problem. The framework encompasses exact as well as sub-optimal, but fast, scheduling algorithms,
all under a unified principle design. Through computationalexperiments we finally investigate the performance of
several specific algorithms from this framework.

Index Terms–algorithm, optimality, scheduling, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

For multiple communication links with a shared wireless medium, the fundamental aspect of access coordination
is called scheduling. It amounts to deciding which links areallowed to transmit simultaneously and for how long
they should do so. Usually, the selection of a schedule is driven by the goal of optimizing a cost criterion. Scheduling
has a long history of investigation that has ranged from simple transmission models to fully cross-layered ones that
combine rate and power control with overall network resource allocation. In this paper, we examine a version of the
scheduling problem that arises from the objective of draining in minimum time the bit-contents that reside at the
transmitters of a finite number of links. That is, we considerthe multiple access or interference channel with finite
traffic volume that must be delivered in minimum time, which is also referred to as minimum-time scheduling.

Research of scheduling in wireless networks dates back to the 80s. In [21], a centralized, polynomial-time
algorithm was presented for the problem setup in which the network is mapped to an undirected graph and it is
assumed that any two links can be successfully activated simultaneously as long as they do not share common
vertices of the graph. This type of graph modeling approach was also known as the “protocol” model, with which
greedy-type heuristics have been developed for minimum-time scheduling in [29], [31]. Optimal and approximation
algorithms for scheduling in networks of trees and planar graphs are provided in [30]. In contrast to the “protocol”
model, scheduling with the so called “physical” model (e.g.,[6], [20]) accounts for cumulative interference, by using
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) constraints for defining feasible activation of multiple links.
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Problem complexity has been studied for several specific settings of the scheduling problem. The problem’s
general hardness under the protocol model is provided in [2]. In [9], [19] NP-hardness was addressed for the
problem of determining a minimum-time schedule under a given traffic demand in a wireless network with SINR
constraints. In some special cases the structure of the traffic demand allowed a polynomial algorithm [8]. In [7] it
was shown that more fundamental resource allocation problems in wireless networks with SINR constraints, such
as node and link assignment, are alsoNP-hard.

Scheduling in wireless networks can be represented using a set-covering formulation of integer programming.
This enables a column generation method for solving the resulting linear programming relaxation. The notion was
introduced in [6], [7]. For the minimum-time scheduling problem, a column-generation-based solution method was
also used in [23], which can approach an optimal solution, with the advantage of a potentially reduced complexity.
Approximation of minimum-time scheduling with SINR requirements is investigated in [34], [35]. In [26] the
minimum-time scheduling problem was formulated as a shortest path problem on directed acyclic graphs, and the
authors obtained sub-optimal analytic characterizations. It is also possible to “absorb” the scheduling task in general
network resource allocation problems as done in [17]. A recent survey of cross-layer optimization of scheduling,
rate adaptation, channel assignment, and routing is provided in [10]. However, basic versions of scheduling remain
important, and largely unresolved, both from the theoretical standpoint and from that of specific applications.

It is worth noting the structural differences between scheduling in wireless networks and classical scheduling
problems in combinatorial optimization. The latter includes machine and shop scheduling, for which a vast amount of
literature is available (e.g., [13], [22]). In machine and shop scheduling, tasks are assigned to machines or processors,
possibly with constraints on the processing order, such that the time for completing the tasks is minimized. This
type of task assignment is not present in our scheduling problem, where the decision consists of which links should
be bundled together for “joint processing” of their queues.Second, and more importantly, for machine and shop
scheduling, the processing time of a task on a machine is a constant. In contrast, in our case the scheduling elements
interact with each other in processing time. Namely, the rate at which a link’s queue is drained is a (continuous or
discrete) function of which other links are transmitting simultaneously. Because of this major structural difference,
new fundamental understanding of the relation between the schedule-dependent transmission rates and optimality
as well as a unified algorithmic approach call for novel research.

In the aforementioned references of scheduling in wirelessnetworks, the problem is studied under specific
constraints on feasible grouping of links and the resultingtransmission rates. We target new insights into optimal
scheduling without restricting to specific system settings. In the following, we outline the main contributions along
three lines: complexity, optimality condition of baselinescheduling solutions, and a unified algorithmic framework.

Previous complexity analysis [2], [7], [9], [19] has established the hardness of the scheduling problem with
discrete rates, that is, when the rates form a discrete set, each corresponding to an SINR threshold. The result is not
a surprise, as determining the optimal rate combinations across links makes the problem combinatorial. A natural
follow-up question is whether the complexity changes if therate is a continuous (and thus much more well behaved)
function of SINR. We reveal the fact that the problem’sNP-hardness is preserved for arbitrary continuous rate
functions, with a formal proof given in Section V. To see the underlying rationale, note that a schedule is defined
by subsets of links with joint transmissions, as well as the transmission duration of each subset. There is a discrete
choice in link grouping, i.e., the selection of subsets. In constructing a link group, any scheduling algorithm has to
make the binary choice of determining whether or not each link is active in the group. For an active link, the rate
depends on interference, which in its turn is determined by group composition. Thus, even when rate is a continuous
function of SINR, the problem’s combinatorial nature is exhibited in selecting links to form transmission groups,
and the rates that can be achieved follow from this discrete choice. This observation is the basis of using fractional
graph coloring in the complexity proof in Section V.

Our second line of contributions consists of general optimality conditions for two baseline schedules, namely,
obtained by deploying the two straightforward strategies “one-at-a-time” and “all-at-once”, respectively. The former
represents the classic access scheme of time division multiple access (TDMA), that is, one link at a time accesses
the channel to empty its backlogged data. The latter strategy organizes transmissions as in the classic interference
channel model (i.e., a number of transmitters try to communicate their separate information to their respective
receivers via a common channel simultaneously). The resulting scheduling solution amounts to activating the grand
set of all links, until (at least) one link has no data left to send, followed by activating the remaining links, and
so on. Not only do the two strategies represent classic channel access schemes, but they are also easy to construct
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no matter what the rate function is. We are thus interested inunderstanding under which general conditions these
strategies are optimal. Intuitively, “one-at-a-time” is optimal if the links pose heavy interference to each other,
such that the rate reduction due to interference is significant. This could be the case, for example, in a cellular
system where two users are close to each other and on the edgesof their respective serving cells. Conversely, “all-
at-once” is preferable for a low-interference scenario, where simultaneous transmissions have virtually no impact
on each others’ rate. This occurs, for example, if the transmitters deploy low power and each receiver is close
to its transmitter (e.g., a small-cell environment). Intuitions of optimality, however, give only partial insights. Our
contribution lies in providing necessary and/or sufficientconditions that are generally applicable, quantitatively
relating the structure of the optimal schedule, in particular “one-at-a-time” or “ all-at-once”, to rates that the links
can transmit at, when these rates depend explicitly or implicitly on the set of links that transmit simultaneously.
Thus our results strengthen the understanding of how the interaction between link rates affect the performance of
scheduling solutions and optimality, and thereby contributing to the tightening of the joint use of physical and MAC
layer approaches.

Part of our study deals with the special case of cardinality-based rate. In this case, the transmission rate is
determined solely by the cardinality of the group of active links instead of the specific individual elements of the
group, and the links in a group share a common rate. An examplescenario with such symmetric rates consists of
transmitters that are co-located at a central point, resembling a system with a multiple-transmitter base station, and
receivers having the same distance (on a circle) from the center with identical geometric channel gains. Consequently
the interference is a function of the number of interferers only. The case of cardinality-based rate provides more
structure. We investigate this structure and reveal that ithas two implications. First, our optimality characterization
for “one-at-a-time” or “ all-at-once” become stronger when the rates are symmetric. Second, we prove the implication
of cardinality-based rate on tractability, namely, the global optimum can be computed in polynomial time irrespective
of the function that relates the SINR to rate. The polynomial-time tractability makes this optimum schedule a
reasonable candidate solution for scenarios that approximately exhibit the structure of cardinality-based rate.

On the solution implementation side, our contribution is the development of a unified algorithmic framework
with a modular design. The design originates from the natural standpoint that any scheduling algorithm will have
to deal with two tasks, namely constructing link activationsubsets and determining the transmission duration of
each subset. Based on this observation, the framework applies the structural decomposition of deploying two task-
specific modules. One module determines the link subsets andthe other module the duration of their activation.
The modules may apply either exact or various sub-optimal algorithms for accomplishing their respective tasks.
Each specific design choice of these modules yields a complete scheduling algorithm. The two modules operate
interactively; that is, information of the preference in group construction and the constructed group are exchanged
between the two modules. This modular design enables a unified view that includes previous algorithms deploying
greedy search (e.g., greedy time-slot assignment in [7]), finding shortest path in a acyclic graph of exponential size
[26], and exact algorithm guaranteeing optimality by column generation [23], as well as enabling new algorithms
to be constructed. The optimality characterization of the aforementioned specific scheduling solutions has some
interesting algorithmic implications. First, when their respective optimality conditions are close to be satisfied, these
specific schedules constitute reasonable heuristic solutions. Second and more importantly, the optimality conditions
can serve as baseline checkpoints in algorithm construction. Namely, assuming the conditions hold, they can be used
to test whether an algorithm is able to deliver the respective optimum schedules, and we will formally provide this
validity check of the rationale of a set of specific algorithms in Section X. We evaluate extensively the performance
of ten different algorithms chosen from the proposed framework, with the following key findings. First, the overall
performance has a high correlation to that of the module for constructing link subsets. Second, the preference in
subset selection should account for the remaining queue size if the backlogged queues are gradually drained. Third,
if link rate becomes quickly close-to-flat in respect of interference, sub-optimality in either of the modules has
noticeable impact.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we present the overall system model, formalize the problem, and
motivate our investigation on the optimality conditions. We then discuss the models of rate functions we consider in
Section III. We provide our first structural results in Section IV, where we also give the Linear Programming (LP)
formulations of the problem. In Section V we give the proof ofthe NP-hardness of the problem, and in Section
VI we give necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the optimality of the two baseline schedules. In Section VII
we uncover the tractability of the problem in the case of cardinality-based rates. In Section VIII we introduce the
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modular algorithmic framework, and in Section IX we expand it to enable algorithms based on column generation.
In Section X we evaluate the complexity and optimality of sample algorithms within the framework, whereas in
Section XI we numerically evaluate and compare ten algorithms we developed within our framework. In Section
XII we conclude the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a setN = {1, . . . , N} of links that share a wireless medium. These links are associated with a
demand vectord = {d1, . . . , dN}′ of real and strictly positive numbers, with eachdi representing the amount of
bit-traffic stored at the queue of the transmitter of the corresponding linki. Throughout the paper, the transpose of
a vectora is denoted bya′. Hered is defined as a column vector for simplifying the mathematical formulations
later on. It is assumed that the entries in the demand vector are in descending order. The assumption clearly does
not cause any loss of generality, because the link indices can always be chosen with descending demand values.
Let H denote the union of all subsets ofN , excluding the empty set. Thus|H| = 2N − 1. We use the termgroup
to refer to a memberc ∈ H, that is, a subset of the link set. Scheduling a groupc means that all elements of
c are activated simultaneously for a positive amount of time.For any group, the rate of each of its elements is a
function of the group composition. LetF denote the rate function; that is, forc ∈ H and link i ∈ N , ric = F (i, c)
represents the non-negative transmission rate of linki, if c is active. Clearly, the rate values can be positive only
for the members ofc , i.e., ric = 0, i /∈ c . If c is a singleton linki, we userii as a more convenient, short-hand
notation for the rate instead ofri,{i}. These rates represent feasible rates that are within the capacity region of the
system.

In all applications with meaningful physical interpretations, the rates have the following property: If two elements
are served together, the rates of being served cannot be higher than the individual rates, respectively. Thus, throughout
the paper, it is assumed that the service rate of any link in a group does not increase if the group is augmented,
i.e., for any two groupsc1 ⊂ c2 and i ∈ c1 ∩ c2, F (i, c1) ≥ F (i, c2). We refer to this as therate monotonicity
property. No further conditions are imposed onF .

The minimum-time scheduling problem, for given(N,d, F ), amounts to selecting a set of groupsc1 . . . ck,
among the2N − 1 members ofH, along with their respective activation durationsTj , j = 1 . . . k, so that

∑k
j=1 Tj

is minimized, subject to the requirement that all stored traffic is successfully delivered. Thus we do not consider
external data arrivals to any transmitter queue. For the latter case, which is in its own right extremely interesting
and relevant, a variety of optimization criteria, such as discounted, nondiscounted, and average cost, are appropriate
to both finite and infinite-horizon versions of the scheduling problem [15], but that is not investigated here.

It is important to stress that the problem input does not include the explicit knowledge of the2N −1 rate vectors.
If these vectors are all computed a priori, solving the problem reduces to optimizing a linear program (of which
the size is exponential inN ). What is provided in the problem input is the functionF , that can be viewed as a
black box, or an “oracle”, that returns the rate values for any givenc ∈ H. Thus a scheduling algorithm is regarded
of exponential complexity, if, in the algorithm, the numberof times that functionF is invoked is exponential in
N . We assume that the computation ofF is practically efficient, that is, one function evaluationF (i, c) of any
group c ∈ H and i ∈ c runs in polynomial time inN . Note that from a communication/information-theoretic
perspective these rate values represent, as noted earlier,any feasible, or achievable, rates for a given channel with
specific coding, modulation and detection structures. Thusthe treatment of the problem is decoupled from the
physical-layer aspects of it, although it is directly connected to, and dependent on, them. Naturally, solving the
scheduling problem and at the same time choosing the “best” rates remains an ultimate cross-layer optimization
problem that is not studied here.

One specific special case of interest is the symmetric case inwhich the rate is determined by the group cardinality.
That is,F is a function of|c | but not of the group’s specific composition. This scenario has been considered in
[8]. When the rates depend only on the group size, the input can be equivalently defined using anN -dimensional
rate vectorτ = (τ1, . . . , τN ), each denoting the common rate of every link in a group of size1 . . . N respectively.
Rate monotonicity then implies thatτ1 ≥ · · · ≥ τN . We will subsequently use the input triplet(N,d, τ ) to refer to
this problem class.

We end this section by some examples, all of the aforementioned class(N,d, τ ), which are simple and of
small size, yet they serve well the purpose of motivating ourtheoretical investigation of optimality conditions by
illustrating that intuition may fail in deriving optimal schedules.
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Example 1. Consider a case whereN = 3, d1 = 3d, d2 = 2d, d3 = d with anyd > 0, andτ1 = 6, τ2 = 4.8, τ3 = 4,,
i.e. (3, (d, 2d, 3d)′ , (6, 4.8, 4)).

For Example 1, relation3τ3 > 2τ2 > τ1 holds. That is, the sum-rate (or, equivalently, amount of data drained
per time unit) follows the order of group size. In this case, asimple and intuitive schedule is to activate all three
links together until link three has no data left, followed byactivating the group of links one and two and then
single-link activation of link one. One can verify that thissolution, derived by intuition, is indeed the optimal one.

Example 2. Consider Example 1, now with the slight change that rateτ2 is 5 instead of4.8.

Note that3τ3 > 2τ2 > τ1 remains true. Yet, group{1, 2, 3} having the highest sum-rate is not part of the optimum.
The optimum, which is unique in this case, comprises the two groups{1, 2} and {1, 3}, with time durations2d5
and d

5 , respectively. Hence preferring the top sum-rate group in designing a schedule fails in this case. In addition,
the optimality of{1, 2} and{1, 3} as well as the uniqueness of this optimum remain as long as rate τ2 > 4.8. The
observation justifies questions of optimality characterizations, e.g., under what conditions the schedule derived in
Example 1 remains optimal. We will examine this aspect in Section VI.

In the previous two examples, the time durations are such that at least one link gets its entire demand served in
each group. In general, one intuitive algorithmic notion isto iteratively constructN groups, and, for each group,
apply a time duration (which is straightforward to compute)such that the remaining queue of (at least) one link in
the group is emptied.

Example 3. Consider(3, (d, d, d), τ ), with 2τ2 > 3τ3 and 2τ2 > τ1.

For Example 3, the unique optimum consists of groups{1, 2}, {2, 3}, and {1, 3}, each with a time duration
of d

2τ2
. Observe thatnoneof the links has its entire queue emptied in any of the groups that participating in the

unique optimum. Thus activating a group “as long as possible” may fail, even if an exhaustive searchof all group
combinations is tried. Note that the order of activation of the groups is unimportant for our purposes, while it might
become important if “fairness” considerations were to be introduced.

III. T HE RATE FUNCTION F

Thus far, the minimum-time scheduling problem has been presented in a rather generic form. The treatment of
the scheduling problem in this paper does not depend on aspecific formof the rate functionF and, hence, it applies
to emptyingN backlogged queues in minimum time forany system for which the rates of draining the queues
satisfy the rate monotonicity assumption. For wireless networks, saying that a transmission is successful at some
given rate on a link, means that for a fairly broad class of channel models and receiver structures the SINR at the
receiver exceeds a certain threshold [18]. Specifically, ifa channel matrixG of dimensionN × N is provided,
where its elementGij is the channel gain between the transmitter of linki and the receiver of linkj and if Pi

denotes the power of linki, andσ2 the noise variance, then for linki in groupc the SINR is given by

γic =
PiGii

∑

k∈c,k 6=i

PkGki + σ2
. (1)

This hypothesis is accurate when interference can be modeled as additive white Gaussian noise; otherwise it is
an approximation.

For wireless links with shared medium, two commonly used modeling approaches for definingF are as follows.
The first is a one-step function returning either zero (no success) or one (success) as the rate value. Indeed, many
of the previous studies of scheduling in wireless networks use implicitly this function (e.g. [6], [7]). In effect, the
transmission of a packet is successful if and only if the SINRmeets a thresholdγ∗. A group c such that all of
its links can successfully transmit is sometimes referred to as afeasible matching. Clearly, an infeasible matching
will not be part of the optimal schedule, since if it were to beused, it would de facto be replaced by the subset of
its members that satisfy the SINR condition. An equivalent view is, in the definition ofF , to set zero rates forall
elements of any infeasible matching. Thus the following definition of F provides the SINR-threshold-based model
of scheduling. In the sequel, we useFB to denote this binary function.
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ric = FB(i, c) =

{

1 if i ∈ c andγjc ≥ γ∗,∀j ∈ c ,
0 otherwise.

The definition can be generalized to account for rate adaptation. In this case, the attainable rate values form a
discrete set with cardinality higher than two. Each rate value is associated with a corresponding SINR threshold,
often obtained from the available adaptive modulation and coding schemes of a specific wireless channel model
[33]. The generalization corresponds to definingF as a step-wise function taking multiple values.

The second commonly used modeling approach is to consider the rate as a continuous function of the SINR [18].
We will useFC as a general notation of the wide class of continuous functions that are (strictly) monotonically
increasing in the SINR. A particular case of interest is the Shannon formula for the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. This case will be referred to asFS, and is given by

ric = FS(i, c) = log2(1 + γic). (2)

The aforementioned property of rate monotonicity clearly holds for bothFB andFC. ForFB, we haveric1 = ric2 ,
for two groupsc1 ⊂ c2 andi ∈ c1 ∩ c2, if and only if both are feasible matchings or both are infeasible matchings.
If c1 is feasible butc2 is not,1 = ric1 > ric2 = 0, i ∈ c1 ∩ c2. For FC, strict inequalityric1 > ric2 holds as long as
c1 ⊂ c2.

IV. L INEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

The scheduling problem is easily shown to be equivalent to a linear program (LP). Although formulating the
LP does not give a practically feasible solution algorithm,it enables us to gain structural insights. Denote by
T = Tc , c ∈ H the non-negative scheduling decision vector of dimension2N − 1, whose elementTc denotes
the time duration of running groupc ∈ H. We useT ∗ to denote an optimal scheduling solution. NotationH∗ is
reserved for the set of groups that correspond to an optimum solution, that is,H∗ = {c ∈ H : T ∗

c
> 0}.

By the following lemma, all demands will be met exactly at optimum. This is rather intuitive and has been
(implicitly) taken for granted before (e.g., [8]). Formalizing this result is useful in our case, as it eliminates any
doubt about the validity of the form of LP basic solutions to be discussed later.

Lemma 1. There exists an optimal schedule such that, before reachingthe end of the time duration of a group,
none of the link queues in the group is empty.

Proof: Suppose the opposite is true. Then there exists a groupc run with time durationTc > 0 and link
i ∈ c , such that the demand served on linki in the group, denoted bydic , satisfies the conditiondic < ricTc . Let
t = dic

ric

. Consider splitting the running timeTc in two segments, with lengthst andTc − t respectively. In the first
segment, groupc is run, and for the second segment, the reduced groupc \ {i} is run. The lemma follows from
two observations. First, the served demand ofi in segment one remainsdic . Second, any of the links other thani
is served for an overall time ofTc , and their rates inc \ {i} are not worse, if not better, than those inc .

By Lemma 1, we arrive at the following LP formulation.

min
∑

c∈H

Tc , (3a)

s. t.
∑

c∈H

ricTc = di i = 1, . . . , N, (3b)

T ≥ 0. (3c)

As (3b) are equalities, the formulation is in the so called LPstandard form, hence no slack or surplus variables
will be involved in constructing matrix bases or the corresponding basic solutions.

Even though there are2N −1 candidate groups, we can conclude the existence of an optimal scheduling solution
using at mostN groups. The result follows from the fundamental optimalitytheory of LP and the structure of (3).
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Lemma 2. There exists an optimal scheduling solution using at mostN groups, i.e.,|H∗| ≤ N .

Proof: LP (3) hasN rows. Thus, setting2N − 1 − N variables to zeros leads to an equation system with
a unique solution, if the remainingN variables are linearly independent, i.e., their corresponding columns in the
left-hand side of (3b) have full rank. Clearly, the solutionrepresents a feasible schedule, if theN variables have
non-negative values. Such a solution is referred to as a basic feasible solution (BFS) in linear programming. By
fundamentals of linear programming (e.g., [25]), there exists an optimal BFS, as long as the solution space is
non-empty and the optimum objective value is bounded. Both conditions hold for (3) as theN single-link groups
(i.e., TDMA activation of the links one-at-a-time) forms a BFS, and the optimum objective value is bounded from
below by zero. For the optimal BFS, the number of activated link groups is at mostN , and equalsN if the solution
is non-degenerate, and the lemma follows.

Instead of applying directly linear programming theory as in the proof of Lemma 2, the optimality characterization
can be derived as follows. The derivation sheds light on the rationale of whyN groups (among the2N − 1 ones)
are sufficient for optimality. SupposeT ∗ usesK groups withK > N , and, without loss of generality, theK
groups have column indices1, 2, . . . ,K in the left-hand side of (3b). Denote theK columns byr1, r2, . . . , rK .
ScheduleT ∗ meets the demand by equation, thusT ∗

1 r1 + T ∗
2 r2 + · · · + T ∗

KrK = d. Because there areN rows in
the equation andK > N , theK rate vectors must be linearly dependent, i.e., there existsa not-all-zeros vector
λ ∈ RK , such thatλ1r1 + λ2r2 + · · · + λKrK = 0. The observations leads to(T ∗

1 + ǫλ1)r1 + (T ∗
2 + ǫλ2)r2 +

· · ·+ (T ∗
K + ǫλK)rK = d for any ǫ ∈ R. Thus any choice ofǫ gives a feasible schedule, as long as the activation

durationsT ∗
1 + ǫλ1, T

∗
2 + ǫλ2, . . . , T

∗
K + ǫλK remain non-negative.

We construct two new feasible schedules activating at mostK − 1 groups as follows. Note that rate vectors
r1, r2, . . . , rK all contain at least one positive value. Therefore vectorλ must have both strictly positive and
strictly negative elements. Let̂ǫ = mini=1,...,K:λi>0

T ∗
i

λi

and ǫ̌ = mini=1,...,K:λi<0
T ∗
i

|λi|
. ThenT̂ = T

∗ − ǫ̂λ ≥ 0 and

Ť = T
∗ + ǫ̌λ ≥ 0, that is, T̂ and Ť are two feasible schedules. In addition, it is clear thatT̂ and Ť have no

more thanK − 1 positive activation durations. Next, note thatT
∗ is in fact a convex combination of̂T and Ť :

T
∗ = ǫ̌

ǫ̂+ǫ̌
T̂ + ǫ̂

ǫ̌+ǫ̂
Ť . Thus

∑K
i=1 T

∗
i = ǫ̌

ǫ̂+ǫ̌

∑K
i=1 T̂

∗
i + ǫ̂

ǫ̌+ǫ̂

∑K
i=1 Ť

∗
i . The three sums are nothing but the schedule

lengths ofT , T̂ , and Ť , respectively. It follows immediately that at least one ofT̂ and Ť must outperform or
equal toT ∗ in schedule length, as otherwise the equation can not hold. Selecting this schedule and repeating the
process, we reach the conclusion of Lemma 2.

The above line of argument reveals the rationale of why optimality does not require more thanN groups. Namely,
any schedule with more thanN activation groups can be reduced to schedules with fewer groups, because the rate
vectors in the former are linearly dependent. In addition, because the objective function is linear, there is at least
one such reduction leading to better or same schedule length. The reduction is no longer applicable for schedules
of N groups, hence one of these schedules is optimal. However, even if there is always a compact representation
of N groups at optimality, finding this best combination ofN groups, among the2N − 1 candidate ones, remains
generally hard (see also Section V). In this regard, optimalscheduling has a combinatorial side, even if formulation
(3) is an LP. We finally remark that the result of Lemma 2 can also be obtained by combining the Carathéodory
theorem [14] with the fact the the optimum schedule is a pointon a face of the convex hull spanned by the2N − 1
rate vectors.

In some of the analysis later on, we utilize the LP dual of (3).Letting πi denote the dual variable of (3b), the
dual formulation is as follows.

max
∑

i∈N

diπi, (4a)

s. t.
∑

i∈c

ricπi ≤ 1 c ∈ H. (4b)

The dual variablesπ are not restricted in sign as (3b) are equalities. We note that the LP dual remains valid
with non-negativity requirement onπ, because (3b) can be stated as inequalities; however, by Lemma 1 equalities
will apply at optimum.

In the remainder of the paper, some of the theoretical analysis use either the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
optimality condition or the termination criterion in the LPsimplex algorithm. These fundamental results are provided
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in Appendix A, and used in the subsequent sections to investigate solution optimality.

V. COMPLEXITY CONSIDERATIONS

Complexity is a fundamental aspect in the treatment of optimization problems. By Lemma 2, obtaining the globally
optimal schedule is equivalent to selecting theN “best” groups. The question is how difficult this selection task is.
For a discrete rate functionFB, the problem isNP-hard [1], [2], [7], [9], [19]. We consider problem complexity for
continuous functions of classFC. For example, is the problem tractable if the rate function is FS, or, even simpler,
linear (regardless of the fact that it would not be realistic) in SINR? In the following, we provide a negative answer,
stating that the problem in the wireless communications context is in general hard forall rate functions that are
continuous and strictly increasing in the SINR.

Theorem 3. Given any functionFC of the SINR, there are NP-hard instances of the minimum-timescheduling
problem.

Proof: Given (N,d, F ), whereF is of typeFC, the recognition version of the problem, by Lemma 2, is as
follows. Are thereN groups, which can be represented using a binaryN × N matrix, such that the total time
of satisfyingd using these groups is at most a given positive number? The problem is clearly in classNP, as
checking the validity of a solution (a certificate in form of asquare matrix of sizeN ) is straightforward.

We proceed constructing a polynomial reduction of the weighted fractional coloring problem [24] to our problem.
Consider a general-topology graphG = (V, E). Let N = |V|. Thus a link in the scheduling instance corresponds to
a vertex inG. Let v = F−1( 1

N
), andu = F−1(1)

F−1( 1

N
)
, i.e., F−1(1) = vu, with u > 1 becauseF is strictly increasing

in SINR. Let σ2 = 1
u

. For each edge(i, j) in the graph, set the coupling elementGij = Gji = 1. Moreover,
Gii = G = min{v, 1.0}, i ∈ N . All other elements of the channel matrix are zeros. Finally, the transmit power
Pi =

v
Gii

, i ∈ N .
Consider linki and any group that containsi, but not any of the adjacent vertexes inG. The SINR isvu = F−1(1),

thus the rate is 1. Ifi is put in a group containing at least one adjacent vertex inG, the SINR is no more than
v/( v

G
+ 1

u
) < v = F−1( 1

N
), becausev

G
≥ 1 andu > 0. Thus the rate ofi becomes strictly less than1

N
. Suppose,

at optimum, a groupc containing two linksi andj that are adjacent inG has a positive amount of time duration
Tc > 0. Note that, inG, c corresponds to at least one connected component (becausei andj are adjacent). Denote
by m ⊆ V the component containingi and j, and letm = |m |. Note thatm ≥ 2. By the observation before, for
each of the links inm , including i andj, the demand served in timeTc within groupc is strictly less thanTc

N
.

Consider splitting groupc into m groups, obtained by combiningc \ m with each of the individual links in
m . Each of them groups is given timeTc

m
. For all links in m , including i and j, the rate grows from less than

1
N

to 1. Sincem ≤ N , the quantityTc

m
is strictly more than enough to serve demandTc

N
for any link in m . For

the links in c \ m , overall, they are served for the same time durationTc , with rate no less than before. Repeat
the argument for the remaining components, if necessary. Inconclusion, there is an optimal scheduling solution in
which the groups are formed by links corresponding to independent sets ofG. It is therefore apparent that solving
the scheduling problem provides the correct answer to the weighted fractional coloring problem, with the demand
vectord being the weights of the vertexes, and the result follows.

Theorem 3 establishes the inherent difficulty of the scheduling problem. The result generalizes the observation
made in [9] on the connection between fractional coloring and scheduling under the “protocol” model that uses
a conflict graph and disregards the channel matrix. As our result applies toany function of FC, one should not
expect that the use of smooth rate functions, including linear ones, would reduce complexity.

VI. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FORBASELINE SCHEDULING STRATEGIES

Since the determination of the optimal schedule is, and remains complex, it is of interest to investigate when
some basic scheduling strategies are optimal. We consider two basic strategies that we referred to as “one-at-a-
time” and “all-at-once”, and denote by byH1 andHN , respectively. InH1, the link queues are emptied completely
separately, corresponding to TDMA activation. ThusH1 = {{1}, {2}, . . . , {N}}. StrategyHN applies the very
opposite philosophy of activating groups of which the sizesare as large as possible. Thus theN -links group is
activated until some of the queues becomes empty. The next group consists of the links having positive remaining
demand. Continuing in this fashion leads to the complete solution of HN .
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Note that both strategies are of sizeN in the number of groups and hence they are BFSs. GivenN out of the
2N − 1 groups, the computing time of the correct time share of the BFS (or concluding that theN groups do not
form a feasible schedule) is normally of complexityO(N3) due to matrix inversion. SolutionsH1 andHN are
simpler to construct – afterN calls of functionF , computing theH1 schedule runs clearly in linear time, whereas
for theHN schedule the computing time is ofO(N2).

We examine conditions under which it is preferable to activate links separately or jointly withH1 andHN as
representative scheduling strategies in Sections VI-A andVI-B, respectively. Then, in Section VI-C we derive the
corresponding conditions for the special case of cardinality-based rates.

A. Optimality Conditions for Separate Link Activation

As the first step of our theoretical treatment of optimality condition, we characterize when separate link activation,
in particular scheduleH1, is preferred. Intuitively,H1 is desirable, if the links, when activated simultaneously with
others, experience significant rate reduction. This corresponds to a high-interference environment. The following
condition quantifies the notion.

Condition 1. For all c ∈ H, the sum of the ratios between the elements’ rates inc and their respective rates of
individual activation, is at most 1.0, that is,

∑

i∈c

ric
rii

≤ 1 ∀c ∈ H.

The above condition is simple in structure. Yet, it is exact in characterizing the optimality ofH1.

Theorem 4. H1 is optimal if and only if Condition 1 holds.

Proof: We develop the proof by applying the reduced-cost criterionin the simplex algorithm (See Appendix
A). For sufficiency, consider LP formulation (3), and the basis matrix B for BFS H1. The inverse matrixB−1

is diagonal with diag(B−1) = (1/r11, . . . , 1/rNN )′. For any non-basic variableTc with |c | ≥ 2, the reduced cost
equals1 − e

′
B

−1
rc , wheree′ is a row vector ofN ones andrc denotes the column vector corresponding toTc

in (3). The expression leads to reduced cost1−
∑

i∈c

ric

rii
that is non-negative if Condition 1 holds. Since none of

the 2N −N − 1 non-basic variables has strictly negative reduced cost,H1 is optimal in the simplex algorithm.
For necessity, assume that Condition 1 does not hold for somegroupc . Then the reduced cost of the corresponding

non-basic variable is strictly negative. Moreover, forH1, all the basic variables have strictly positive values.
Therefore the LP pivot operation of bringing inTc into the base is not degenerate, meaning that the objective
function will strictly improve, and the result follows.

Theorem 4 provides a complete answer to the optimality ofH1. The condition consists of one inequality per
group. From the proof, it is clear that reducing the number ofinequalities is not possible. However, if we relax
the requirement of necessity, and consider a pair of links, there is a simpler sufficient condition that excludes the
activation of both of these links in the same group. This occurs, as formulated below, if the two links generate high
interference to each other, but their rates are not much affected by simultaneous transmissions of the other links.

Condition 2. For a pair of links i, j ∈ N , we define the following inequality.

ri,{i,j}

ri,N\{j}
+

rj,{i,j}

rj,N\{i}
≤ 1.

Theorem 5. If Condition 2 is true, then there existsH∗ in which i and j do not appear together in any group,
that is, in optimizing the schedule, the condition is sufficient for discarding all groups containing bothi and j.

Proof: Suppose an optimal schedule has a groupc having bothi andj. Without loss of generality, assume the
time duration ofc is 1. The demands served equalric andrjc for the two links, respectively. By the monotonicity
property of rate we haveric ≤ ri,{i,j} andrjc ≤ ri,{i,j}, which yield the following inequality

ric
ri,N\{j}

+
rjc

rj,N\{i}
≤ 1.
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Consider, instead ofc , two groupsc \ {j} and c \ {i}. The rates ofi and j are at leastri,N\{j} and rj,N\{i},
respectively. Activating the two groups for time durationsric/ri,N\{j} andrjc/rj,N\{i} delivers respectively no less
thanric andrjc amounts of demand fori andj, hence the conclusion.

Remark 1. Both theorems 4 and 5 significantly extend previous results of the optimality characterization of two
links (see [28] and the references therein). In fact, for twolinks,H1 is optimal if Condition 1 holds forc = {i, j},
otherwiseHN is optimal.

B. Optimality Conditions for Joint Link Activation

As our next part of investigation, we examine when it is preferable to activate links jointly, in particular scheduling
strategyHN . Consider augmenting the size of any given group (of any size, exceptN ). Intuitively, one can expect
that the group should be augmented with a new link, if the resulting sum-rate is higher than that of any time
combination of running the group and the link separately. Conversely, if it is optimal to activate groupc , then the
rates ofc cannot be achieved by any combined use of its|c | subsets of size|c | − 1. The insight leads to consider
the following condition.

Condition 3. Given groupc , let n = |c | and denote themc1̆, c2̆, . . . , cn̆ its n subsets of cardinalityn − 1,
obtained by deleting each of then links of c . Denote byrc ∈ R

n
+ the vector of rates of the links inc , and

rĭ ∈ R
n
+ the corresponding rate vector forc̆i (with zero rate fori). We define the following condition: For any

λ = (λ1, . . . , λn)
′ ∈ R

n
+ with e

′
λ = 1, the vector inequality

∑

i∈c
λirĭ ≤ rc is satisfied for at least one element.

Remark 2. Note that finding whether or not there exists aλ vector that violates the condition can be formulated
as an LP of sizeO(n). Thus the condition can be checked efficiently for any given group.

What the above condition states is, in fact, that the rate vector of c cannot be outperformed by the throughput
region of then sub-groups. If groupc is active at the optimum, then the condition must be true, as formulated
below.

Theorem 6. If c ∈ H∗, then Condition 3 holds.

Proof: Suppose groupc is activated with any positive timeTc . Strict inequality
∑

i∈c
λirĭ > rc in all the n

elements means that runningc1̆, c2̆, . . . , cn̆, with time proportionsλi, i = 1, . . . , n, respectively, will serve demand
Tcrc within less time thanTc , and the result follows.

We now turn our attention to the scheduling strategyHN . In this solution, theN groups, which are easily
identified, are of sizesN,N − 1, . . . , 1. To save notation without loss of generality, assume linkN has its queue
emptied first, followed by linkN − 1 in the second group, and so on. Applying Theorem 6 yields immediately the
following necessary condition for the optimality ofHN .

Corollary 7. If HN is optimal, then Condition 3 must be true for theN−1 groups{1, . . . , N}, {1, . . . , N−1}, . . . ,
and {1, 2}.

To arrive at a sufficient optimality condition for strategyHN for the general problem setting(N,d, F ), we
consider maximum and minimum rates of all groups. Denote byrmax

m andrmin
m the maximum and minimum link

rates, respectively, of all groups of sizem. Their exact values are difficult to calculate in general as the number of
all groups is exponential. However, for a given rate function F and channel matrixG, it is possible to numerically
derive an optimistic bound (i.e., upper bound) as well as a pessimistic bound (i.e., lower bound) on the achievable
link rate for all groups of sizem without enumerating group composition. The bounds can be used as replacements
of rmax

m andrmin
m in applying the optimality condition for practical systems.

Condition 4. We define the followingN − 1 inequalities,

1

rmin
m

+
1

rmin
m−2

≤
2

rmax
m−1

m = 2, . . . , N.

where, by convention, the term1
rmin

0

, corresponding tom = 2, is taken to be zero.

The inequalities in Condition 4 form a chain for group sizes moving from one toN . By the following theorem,
this chain of relations is sufficient for the optimality of scheduleHN .
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Theorem 8. If Condition 4 holds, thenHN is optimal.

Proof: By the assumption on the order in which the queues become emptied,HN = {{1, . . . , N}, {1, . . . , N−
1}, . . . , {1}}. In case of any degeneracy, the structure remains, with the only difference that the corresponding time
duration of some of these groups is zero. AllT -variables other than those for theN groups are zeros.

Our proof utilizes the optimality characterization provided by the KKT condition (See Appendix A). Clearly,
LP primal feasibility of (3) is satisfied byHN . Consider the LP dual (4), and, for all the groups inHN , set the
corresponding rows in the dual to equality, that is,

N
∑

i=1

riNπi = 1, (5a)

N−1
∑

i=1

ri,N\{N}πi = 1, (5b)

N−2
∑

i=1

ri,N\{N,N−1}πi = 1, (5c)

. . . = 1,

r11π1 = 1. (5d)

The aboveN equalities uniquely determine a solution to the LP dual (4).This, together withHN , form a pair
of dual and primal solutions. Consider the complementary slackness condition. Recall that the condition for (3b)
is always satisfied no matter the values of the dual variables, since constraints (3b) are equalities. For the LP dual,
complementary slackness holds for the aboveN rows. For the rest of rows, the condition is also satisfied because
the correspondingT -variables are zeros. In conclusion, the pair of solutions is optimal, if LP dual feasibility holds.

Suppose the derived dual solution is not dual feasible, i.e., at least one of the remaining constraints in (4) is
violated. We prove a contradiction, assuming a violated constraint concerning group{1, . . . , N − 2, N} of size
N − 1. The construction for arriving at a contradiction for othergroups of sizeN − 1 as well as other group sizes
is similar.

The above assumption of constraint violation means that
∑N−2

i=1 ri,N\{N−1}πi+rN,N\{N−1}πN > 1. This implies
the following inequality.

rmax
N−1

N−2
∑

i=1

πi + rmax
N−1πN > 1. (6)

Note that (5b) implies the inequalityrmax
N−1

∑N−1
i=1 πi ≥ 1. This, together with (6), result in

rmax
N−1

N
∑

i=1

πi > 2− rmax
N−1

N−2
∑

i=1

πi. (7)

Next, from (5c), we obtain
∑N−2

i=1 πi ≤
1

rmin

N−2

. This observation and (7) lead to the inequality below.

N
∑

i=1

πi >
2

rmax
N−1

−
1

rmin
N−2

. (8)

Scaling (8) byrmin
N along with applying Condition 4 result in the following.

rmin
N

N
∑

i=1

πi > rmin
N (

2

rmax
N−1

−
1

rmin
N−2

) ≥ 1. (9)

The strict inequalityrmin
N

∑N
i=1 πi > 1, however, contradicts (5a), and the theorem follows.
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C. Optimality Conditions of Baseline Scheduling Strategies for Cardinality-Based Rates

We now consider the special, symmetric case of cardinality-based rates, referred to as(N,d, τ ), which was
introduced in Section II. For(N,d, τ ), the theoretical characterization in Sections VI-A and VI-B become simpler
and stronger. Consider firstH1. The number of inequalities in Condition 1 becomesN . This, together with the
proof of Theorem 4, lead to the following corollary.

Corollary 9. For (N,d, τ ), a sufficient and necessary condition for the optimality ofH1 is

mτm ≤ τ1 m = 2, . . . , N.

The structure of Condition 2 also simplifies for(N,d, τ ). In addition, by augmenting the line of arguments in
the proof of Theorem 5, we arrive at a sufficient condition forexcluding the use of any group of a specific size
m. This fact is summarized in the corollary below.

Corollary 10. For (N,d, τ ) and any given group sizem ∈ [2, N ], there is an optimal schedule not using any
group of sizem if the condition below holds for at least onem′ < m.

mτm ≤ m′τm′ .

Noting that sum-rate of a group is the aggregated rate of serving all the queues of the group, Corollaries 9 and
10 have the following interpretations. The former corollary indicates that it is beneficial to use a TDMA-based
schedule (i.e., single-link activation) if bundling together any number of links results in a loss in the amount of
data being drained from the queues per time unit. The latter corollary states that a group of a certain size should
not be used if there is a smaller group size that dominates theoriginal group in aggregated service rate.

Having concluded the optimality condition ofH1 for cardinality-based rates(N,d, τ ), we treatHN for this
problem class, and prove that the results in Section VI-B become strengthened. Consider the implication of Condition
3. Because of the rate symmetry, the quantity

∑

i∈c
λirĭ can attain maximum simultaneously in all then elements,

only if λi =
1
n

for all i = 1, . . . , n. For thisλ, all elements of
∑

i∈c
λirĭ equal n−1

n
τn−1 for (N,d, τ ), resulting

in the observation below.

Corollary 11. For (N,d, τ ), a necessary condition for the optimality ofHN is

(m− 1)τm−1 ≤ mτm m = 2, . . . , N.

The inequalities in the above corollary form a hierarchy of relations with a clean interpretation. Namely, ifHN

is optimal, then the sum-rate must be monotonically increasing in group size. Conversely, if this monotonicity is
violated, we concludeHN is not optimal. However, the reverse formulation does not hold, i.e., the hierarchy of
relations is not sufficient for ensuring thatHN is optimal. This is indeed shown by Example 2 in Section II.

Next, we show that Theorem 8 has stronger implications for(N,d, τ ) than the general case. Namely, Condition
4 is not only sufficient, but also necessary for the optimality of HN , as long asHN is non-degenerate, that is, all
the N groups are run with strictly positive time durations. This condition is equivalent to requiring that all links
have different demands.

Theorem 12. For (N,d, τ ) and assuming all links have different demands, a necessary condition for the optimality
of HN is

1

τm
+

1

τm−2
≤

2

τm−1
m = 2, . . . , N. (10)

Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 8, assume without loss of generality that the sequence in which the queues
are emptied inHN is N,N − 1, . . . , 1. Consider the group of sizem− 1 consisting of{1, 2, . . . ,m− 2,m}. Note
that the group is not part of theHN solution. We examine this group using the reduced-cost optimality criterion
in Appendix A.

The base matrixB of solutionHN is triangular for(N,d, τ ), where columnk consists ofk consecutive elements
of valueτk, followed byN − k zeros. Hence the basis inverse,B

−1, has the following form.
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For the aforementioned group, the linear programming reduced cost, for the basisB, is given by the expression
below.

1−B
−1(τm−1, τm−1, . . . , 0, τm−1, 0, . . . , 0)

′ =

2− (
τm−1

τm
+

τm−1

τm−2
)

If the opposite of (10) holds, then the reduced cost is strictly negative. Thus group{1, 2, . . . ,m − 2,m} is an
incoming variable in the simplex algorithm. Because the links all have different demands,HN is non-degenerate.
Hence the pivot operation that brings the group into the basis will strictly improve the objective function, and the
theorem follows.

Comparing the condition in Theorem 12 with Condition 4, it isclear that the latter reduces to the former for
(N,d, τ ). For this problem class, it has been commented earlier that the condition of strictly improving sum-rate
in group size, used in Corollary 11, is not sufficient for the optimality of HN , whereas the inequalities given in
Theorem 12 are. Thus the former is implied by the latter (in a strict sense, because they are not equivalent). This
fact is formally established below.

Corollary 13. For (N,d, τ ), 1
τm

+ 1
τm−2

≤ 2
τm−1

,m = 2, . . . , N , implies(m− 1)τm−1 ≤ mτm,m = 2, . . . , N .

Proof: For m = 2, the inequality givesτ1 ≤ 2τ2, as 1
τ0

is effectively zero by the aforementioned convention.
For the induction step, assume(k − 1)τk−1 ≤ kτk and considerk + 1. The inequality 1

τk+1
+ 1

τk−1
≤ 2

τk
and the

induction hypothesis together yield1
τk+1

+ k−1
kτk

≤ 1
τk+1

+ 1
τk−1

≤ 2
τk

. Comparing the left and right sides, we obtain
kτk ≤ (k + 1)τk+1, and the corollary follows.

Remark 3. The inequalities in the derived conditions do not involved. Except from the assumption in Theorem 12,
all optimality conditions are valid completely independent of the demand values. This observation is confirmed by
the discussion in Appendix A: Given a feasible schedule in form of a (non-degenerate) BFS, its optimality depends
only on the left-hand side of(3b), which does not containd.

VII. C OMPLEXITY OF SCHEDULING WITH CARDINALITY -BASED RATES

From Section VI-C, one can observe that the optimality conditions for H1 and HN are more structured and
stronger for(N,d, τ ). This raises the question whether or not reaching optimality for (N,d, τ ) is more tractable
than in the general case. In this section, we provide a positive answer to the question.

Consider first a more restrictive case, where the demand values are uniform. For this setting, we provide an
analytic solution requiring only linear time to compute, and prove it is globally optimal.

Theorem 14. For (N,d, τ ), let m∗ = argmaxNm=1mτm. If all demand values are uniform and equal tod, then
theN groups,{1, 2, . . . ,m∗}, {2, 3, . . . ,m∗ + 1}, . . . {N, 1, . . . ,m∗ − 1}, each scheduled for a time duration of

d
m∗τm∗

, is optimal.

Proof: For all the links, the given schedule clearly meets demandd exactly. For any feasible scheduling solution
(not restricted to the case in question) of lengthT , the total demand,

∑

i∈N di, divided byT , gives the average
throughput per time unit. As

∑

i∈N di is a constant, a schedule is minimum in time if(
∑

i∈N di)/T attains the
maximum possible value. By the assumption in the theorem, the instantaneous throughput of any feasible schedule
can never exceedm∗τm∗ . This throughput is achieved during the entire duration of the scheme in the theorem, and
the result follows.

Remark 4. Theorem 14 generalizes a result in [8] that is derived for themuch more restrictive case ofFB, where
m∗ corresponds to the size of the largest feasible matching. In[8], however, all matchings of sizem∗ are used for
constructing the optimal schedule. In our analysis, onlyN groups are needed.
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For non-uniform demand,(N,d, τ ) does not admit an optimal schedule in closed form, yet we are able to
conclude its polynomial-time tractability. This fundamental insight is established in the following theorem.

Theorem 15. (N,d, τ ) is in class P, that is, the global optimum of any instance can be computed in polynomial
time.

Proof: Consider the LP dual given in (4). For problem class(N,d, τ ), the dual has the following form.

max
∑

i∈N

diπi (11a)

s. t. τ|c|
∑

i∈c

πi ≤ 1 c ∈ H. (11b)

Observe that there is a symmetry among the occurrences of thedual variables in (11b). As a result, given any
feasible solution, swapping the values of any two dual variables will preserve feasibility. Recall that the demand
vectord is arranged in descending order and the validity of this assumption is given in Section II. It follows that
there must exist an optimal solution withπN ≤ πN−1 ≤ · · · ≤ π1, because otherwise the objective function value
can be improved, or kept the same, by swapping variable values so that the condition holds.

Based on the above observation, one concludes that, among all constraints of (11b) withm variables, the inequality
τm
∑m

i=1 πi ≤ 1 is the most stringent one in defining the optimum. Therefore,the number of constraints required
to define optimum can be reduced from2N − 1 to N , implying that, at the optimum, the scheduling problem is
equivalent to the following LP.

max
∑

i∈N

diπi (12a)

s. t.
m
∑

i=1

τmπi ≤ 1, m = 1, 2, . . . , N, (12b)

πN ≤ πN−1 ≤ · · · ≤ π1. (12c)

In conclusion, the optimal solution to problem class(N,d, τ ) is found by solving an LP of sizeO(N), and the
theorem follows.

The above theorem is significant not only for the special symmetric case(N,d, τ ), but also for all scenarios
where the transmitters have similar distances (and hence close-to-uniform channel gains) to their receivers, and the
latter are located close to each other. For these cases, one can expect that solving(N,d, τ ), which can be done
fast, will provide a good approximate solution to the exact global optimum.

VIII. A U NIFIED ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK

Since optimal scheduling is in general complex, it is important to develop algorithms which trade optimality
against reduced complexity and yield decent performance. To this end we propose several algorithm variations that
range from sub-optimal ones with low complexity to one that is actually optimal but has high complexity. They
are all based on a common framework that uses a natural view ofthe problem and that is based to some degree on
some of the optimality conditions and insights derived in the previous sections. In fact we will demonstrate that
the proposed modular structure eventually leads to exploiting tools from optimization theory so that we may come
close to, or even achieve, full optimality, with reduced complexity.

As is evident from the LP formulation of the problem, any scheduling algorithm will have to have two basic
components:
(i) a method for generating theN link groups that will be part of the proposed final schedule, and
(ii) a method for deciding the duration of activation for each of these sets.
Later, we will confirm that this structural decomposition actually leads to a powerful toolset for eventual optimiza-
tion.

Our proposed algorithms use a variety of criteria for implementing the two aforementioned requirements. Each
algorithm uses what we call aGroup Generation Moduleto select the activation sets and anActivation Duration
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Module to decide the length of the activation of each set. The two modules do not operate independently, but are
closely coupled. Before proceeding to the description and evaluation of these algorithms, we should emphasize that
they are not based on ideas like those that govern the so-called approximation algorithms (e.g. [34]), or algorithms
that impose structural restriction or additional assumptions on the problem. Instead, our concepts are completely
generally applicable. In fact we will show that some of thesealgorithms do achieve the optimal solution when
some of the conditions that were mentioned earlier hold (i.e. in the cases where eitherH1, or HN is optimal).

• Regarding the activation duration module, we consider two possibilities. Either we activate the chosen group
until one of its links empties its queue or we activate it for afixed amount of time∆, chosen a priori as a
parameter. Clearly, in the latter case, it is possible that the time that a queue empties is less that∆. In that
case the termination of the activation period occurs at thattime instant, rather than continuing on until time
∆ has passed. Therefore for large values of∆ the two criteria become less and less distinguishable. We refer
to the first criterion asTF (for “time at which the first queue of the group empties”) and to the second asT∆
(for “time ∆, unless a queue empties earlier”).

• Regarding the group generation module, some care needs to beexercised because here is the main source of
high complexity. Namely, there are2N −1 possible groups. So to choose groups we must utilize some heuristic
in the selection or, without any knowledge of the rate function F , we must endure the full consideration of
all groups. In either case, we want to reduce the complexity by avoiding the solution of the full LP in (3).
Therefore we must choose a metric by which we will evaluate the candidate groups. To this effect we either
consider the sum-rate metric (SR), i.e. the quantity

∑

i∈c
ric , or the weighted sum-rate (WSR), i.e. the quantity

∑

i∈c
qiric , whereqi is the “current” queue size at the transmitter of linki. Clearly, at the start we haveqi = di;

however, as different links get activated at different times, each initialdi keeps diminishing until it reaches
zero. Whether we choose theSRor theWSRmetric, we have two choices for selecting a group. Either we look
at all 2N − 1 groups (or all the remaining groups, after some links have emptied) or we look at a judiciously
chosen group that requires a much reduced search. In the firstcase, we call the selection methodexact, while
in the second we call itheuristic. In fact, we will later see that the “exact” choice can be achieved without
necessarily looking at all2N − 1 possible groups. Thus we have four possible group generation methods: (i)
SR–exact, (ii) SR–heuristic, (iii) WSR–exactand (iv) WSR–heuristic. Since we may pair any one of these four
group generation methods with either theTF criterion or theT∆ criterion in the activation module, we obtain
a total of eight algorithms.

It remains to describe some method for choosing a group. We propose the following. We rank theN links
according to their currently remaining queue sizeqi in descending order. To form a group we start with the
singleton having the link at the top of the list. We then visitthe second link of the ranking and pair it with the first
one. Doing so, we obtain the rates of concurrent activation of both links, which are, in general, different than those
before the links were paired. If the updated metric (SRor WSR) increases as a result of pairing the two links into a
group, we keep the second link in the group. Otherwise, we skip it. We then visit the third link in the ranking and
repeat the same process. We proceed in this fashion until alllinks are visited. Thus one group will emerge at the
end of this process. To hedge against this process being highly sub-optimal, we repeat this entire construction for
two additional rank-permutations, where we start with the second and third link in the ranking respectively. Thus,
in the end, we have three possible candidate groups from which we select the one with the highest metric.

Therefore we now have the following algorithms: (1)TF–SR–exact, (2) TF–SR–heuristic, (3) TF–WSR–exact, (4)
TF–WSR–heuristic, (5) T∆–SR–exact, (6) T∆–SR–heuristic, (7) T∆–WSR–exact, (8) T∆–WSR–heuristic.

IX. GENERALIZING THE FRAMEWORK WITH OPTIMIZATION TOOLS

As we hinted earlier, the simple algorithms that were described in the preceding section can be embedded
into a considerably more general setting that can exploit a variety of optimization techniques to yield a better
combination of performance and complexity. Specifically, we may now consider the activation duration module
as a more sophisticated process. Instead of choosing a simplistic criterion for activation (like theTF and theT∆
strategies), the module can actually obtain a “tentative” set of activation times that are actually optimal for a much
reduced set of groups. That is, it can be thought of as solvingthe LP over a small, limited, and restricted set of
link groups. Once it does this, it feeds back to the group generation module a “metric” that is based on the dual
variables of the LP. This metric is then used (in lieu of theSR, or theWSRmetric) to select a new group. The new
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group is fed to the activation duration module that proceedsto resolve the LP and obtain a new tentative set of
activation times. It is possible that this new set improves on the previous one (that is, it does yield a shorter schedule
length). If it does, the process is repeated until no more improvement is achieved and the final activation times are
then the ones that are obtained by the last iteration of the process. This is the so-called Column Generation (CG)
and its first application to the scheduling problem was presented in [6].

The remaining issue is how to select the new group to be added to the partial LP solution at each step of the
iteration. The dual variable values scaled by the rates are used as the metric in the group generation module. There
are again two possibilities: Either a heuristic can be used (like the one proposed for the four of the eight algorithms
of the previous section, with the only difference that now the dual variableπi is used to sort the links), or an exact
determination of the next “optimal” group based on the dual variable metric. If the latter option is chosen, then
there are two further possibilities: either an exhaustive search is performed over all remaining groups or a more
efficient determination is done. For the use of the second possibility one needs to know the rate functionF . Then,
a variety of optimal (yet efficient) searches, from techniques of convex optimization, to branch-and-cut or branch
and bound and other methods [4], [5], [11], [12], can be performed to determine the best group capitalizing on the
knowledge and properties of the function. If on the other hand only the rate values can be retrieved (but not the
rate function that produced them) then the only option for exact determination of the best group at each step is the
exhaustive search.

Thus, in the arsenal of the eight previously described algorithms we add two more. The first uses the CG method
along with the rank-based heuristic for “next group” selection at each step (we call this theCG–heuristicalgorithm).
The second uses the CG method as well, but with an “exact” selection of the next group at each step. We use the
exhaustive search method for that, while we note the possibility of dramatic expansion of the problem sizes (in
terms of number of linksN ) that are possible to solve if we utilize the knowledge of therate function (we call
that theCG–exactalgorithm).

Note also that even in the earlier eight algorithms the “exact” group generation option can be exercised with
significantly reduced complexity if the rate function is known. The only difference there is that the metric for the
candidate groups is not the one that depends on the dual variables, but rather theSRor WSR, or possibly even
a totally different metric. Of course the use of other metrics, either in association with the LP, or theTF or T∆
methods, does not in general lead to the minimum-time schedule, while in the case of theCG–exactalgorithm it
generally does. The complexity of theCG–exactalgorithm though is (in the worst case) exponential.

X. OPTIMALITY PROPERTIES OF THEALGORITHMS

We present now some properties of the proposed algorithms that strengthen their appropriateness for the solution
to the scheduling problem. In the following, we denote an algorithm through the descriptive terms used in the
preceding sections. For example,〈T∆, SR〉 denotes the strategy of selecting the group with maximum sum-rate
in every iteration, and the time duration of activation is a constant∆ > 0 (or until the first queue in the group
empties, whichever occurs first).

A. Complexity in the Number of Iterations

It is clear that each of the five designs of the activation duration module will empty all queues in a finite number
of iterations. Here, one iteration refers to the activationof one group underTF or T∆, or solving an LP underCG.
The running time of one iteration is polynomial inN in all cases. As for the number of iterations to empty all
queues, the complexity is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 16. 1) The number of iterations underCG–exactis polynomial inN , 2) the number of iterations
under 〈TF, SR〉 and 〈TF,WSR〉 is O(N), and 3) the number of iterations by〈T∆, SR〉 and 〈T∆,WSR〉 is
O(N maxi∈N di

∆r∗
) and hence pseudo-polynomial inN , wherer∗ is either a)mini∈N riN for the case of a continuous

rate function, or b) the lowest positive rate level of a discrete rate function.

Proof: An LP can be solved to optimality using a polynomial number ofiterations, or equivalently, separation
of constraints in the dual LP, therefore the first statement holds. The second statement follows from the fact that
at least one link gets its queue emptied in every iteration in〈TF, SR〉 and 〈TF, SR〉. The last statement follows
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from
∑

i∈N di ≤ N maxi∈N di, and that〈T∆, SR〉 and〈T∆,WSR〉 drain at least an amount proportional to∆r∗

from one or several queues per iteration.
Note that the complexity ofCG–exactby Theorem 16 does not contradict the generalNP-hardness of the

scheduling problem. The reason is that exact group selection is a hard problem in general.

B. Optimality Properties

Among the above designs,CG–exactis an exact algorithm that guarantees global optimality [7]. The correspon-
dence to the general method of column generation consists ofthe fact that a column in the LP (3) corresponds a
variable associated with a group.

Let us consider the other four options of Section VIII. In general, they are sub-optimal, but significantly simpler
thanCG. In the following, we show that, if the corresponding sufficient optimality conditions discussed in Section
VI strongly hold (i.e., the inequalities in the conditions are strict), the use ofSRgives the optimal schedule, i.e.,
the two baseline scheduling solutionsH1 andHN , respectively.

Theorem 17. Consider〈TF, SR〉 and 〈T∆, SR〉 with any∆ > 0. With exact group selection, the two algorithms
produce schedulesH1 andHN if Conditions 1 and 4 strictly hold, respectively.

Proof: Assume Condition 1 is strictly satisfied and, without loss ofgenerality, that the rates are in descending
order for individual links, that is,r11 ≥ r22 ≥ · · · ≥ rNN . For any groupc with |c | ≥ 2, we have

∑

i∈c

ric
rii

< 1 ⇔
∑

i∈c

ric
r11
rii

< r11 ⇒
∑

i∈c

ric < r11.

The last inequality above follows fromr11
rii

≥ 1, i ∈ c . As a result,{1} is the group to be activated. ForTF, the
demand of link one is served for time durationd1/r11, and the next group to be activated with theSRmetric is
{2}, and so on. ApplyingT∆, the demand of link one is gradually served by repeatedly activating {1}, after which
{2} is used. Hence both strategies lead to scheduleH1.

If we assume Condition 4 strongly holds, we first prove that(m− 1)rmax
m−1 < mrmin

m ,m = 2, . . . , N . Form = 2,
rmax
1 < 2rmin

2 follows immediately from the assumption. Suppose(k− 1)rmax
k−1 < krmin

k holds. Then, Condition 4
written for k + 1 leads to the following

1

rmin
k+1

+
k − 1

krmax
k

<
2

rmax
k

which immediately implieskrmax
k < (k + 1)rmin

k+1 . As a result, the total sum-rate increases for any group by
adding new links. Therefore, the grand groupN has the highest sum-rate underSR. For bothTF andT∆, the group
will be activated until one of the links’ queue becomes empty. Repeating the above argument, the next group to be
activated is the one consisting of all links with positive remaining demands, and the theorem follows.

The construction of the proof leads to another observation regarding〈TF, SR〉 and〈T∆, SR〉. Under the exact,
or a deterministic heuristic, for group selection with theSRmetric T∆ will be activating the same group until one
of its links’ queue empties, becoming equivalent toTF.

Consider again the examples in Section II. For Example 1, Condition 4 applies. By Theorem 17,SRleads toHN ,
which is optimal in this case. However,SRfails for Example 2, as the highest sum-rate group does not appear at all
in the unique optimum. For Example 3,〈TF, SR〉 clearly fails. Also,〈T∆, SR〉 has only little chance of success,
as it may work only if the group selection algorithm returns the three two-link groups in a round-robin fashion.
On the other hand, theWSRmetric enables the construction of the optimal schedule forExample 2:〈TF,WSR〉
or 〈T∆,WSR〉 for any ∆ > 4

15d yields the optimum. For Example 3,〈T∆, SR〉 delivers the optimum for all
∆ = fracd2kτ2 with any positive integerk, and〈T∆,WSR〉 is optimal for∆ = fracd2uτ2, whereu is a positive
integer satisfyingu > τ2

2(2τ2−τ1)
. Thus Examples 2 and 3 illustrate the merit ofWSRand that ofT∆.

XI. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS

In this section we provide simulation results to illustratethe performance of the algorithms developed within
the proposed framework. We consider a set ofN = 15 links randomly placed in an area of 1000×1000 meters.
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The signal propagation follows a distance-based law. The distance between the transmitter and the receiver of a
link was restricted to be between 3 and 250 meters to obtain links of practically meaningful SNR values. For the
queue sizes, we defined two different sets: (i) uniform demand of 1000 bits, (ii) non-uniform demand, uniformly
distributed in [100, 1500] bits. In each setup, 100 link location instances were ran, unless otherwise indicated.

For the rate values, we consider two cases, namely (i) rates given by the Shannon formula as in Eq. (2), (ii) rates
given by a combination of uncoded BPSK with symbol rate control, at a fixed error rate, as in [27]. In Appendix
B we provide a detailed derivation of the BPSK rate formula used, with the standard assumption that the energy of
interference from concurrent transmissions is equivalentto Average White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). For illustration
purposes we provide both functions in Figure 4 of Appendix B.Note that although both are approximate, with
Shannon’s formula giving an upper bound on the achievable rates, and BPSK giving a more practical flavor in our
investigation, they jointly provide a useful insight on howthe physical layer affects the algorithms’ performance.

For each of the setups described above, we solved the full LP of (3), using AMPL [16], to establish the optimal
schedule length, assuming a unit of bandwidth in Hz and an error rate of10−6 for the BPSK rate calculations. Then,
all ten algorithms of the previous sections were ran for all instances. In what follows all results are normalized
with respect to the global optimal value.

A. The Effect of Activation Duration
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Fig. 1. Effect of activation time∆ on the schedule duration for the fourT∆–based algorithms, under the Shannon rate function (x-axisin
logarithmic scale; each point is an average value over 50 simulation instances).

In Figure 1 we present the effect of the∆ parameter on the performance of theT∆-based algorithms. Intuitively,
a small∆ enables a more “cautious” design since the algorithms will iterate more times between the two modules,
thus having more opportunities to select groups closer to the optimal with more refinement. This is directly confirmed
by the green (T∆–WSR–Heuristic) and black (T∆–WSR–Exact) algorithms, for which the gap increases when∆
grows. Note that for a very large∆ value, theT∆ strategy would coincide with theTF one, as can be seen in
the rightmost of Figure 1. In contrast toT∆–WSR–HeuristicandT∆–WSR–Exact, the red line for algorithmT∆–
SR–Heuristichas the opposite trend, as small∆ gives larger optimality gap. This is due to the behavior of the
heuristic, namely that it sorts the links by their remainingdemand in group generation, even though the sorting
may not respond well to theSRmetric. The mismatch is however rectified for larger∆ values since the impact
of the heuristic will be encountered fewer times. The blue line for algorithmT∆–SR–Exactis horizontal, because,
with exact group selection and theSRmetric, the maximum sum-rate group will remain selected, regardless of the
size of∆, until one of the link queues empties. ThusT∆ is equivalent toTF, as commented in the discussion after
Theorem 17 in Section X.

For T∆–WSR–Heuristicand T∆–WSR–Exact, the gain of reducing∆ diminishes below some point (∼0.5s in
Figure 1), since, without significant queue draining, the same group is simply selected over and over again. For
the minimum∆ used (i.e., leftmost point in the figure), the best performance is given byT∆–WSR–Exact, as also
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suggested by Example 2 in Section II. On the rightmost (i.e.,TF activation), theWSRmetric is inferior to the
SRmetric, because the former may result in a group with low sum-rate, in the case of very long queues, and the
impact cannot be mitigated by group activation which runs the group until one link empties the entire remaining
queue. As a result, for large∆ or equivalentlyTF activation, the best performance is achieved byT∆–SR–Exact.
Finally, as expected, the performance of heuristic selection is consistently inferior to exact selection in Figure 1.
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(a) Equal demands (Column “Shannon Eq.d” in Table I)
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Fig. 2. Normalized schedule durations for all the algorithms under the Shannon-based rate function of Figure 4.
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(a) Equal demands (Column “BPSK Eq.d” in Table I)
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Fig. 3. Normalized schedule durations for all the algorithms under the BPSK-based rate function of Figure 4.

B. Performance Comparison

Figures 2 and 3 provide performance comparison for all the algorithms. ForT∆-based algorithms, based on our
preceding discussion, a small value (0.5s) is chosen for theactivation duration parameter∆. The last algorithm,
CG-exact, always gives the global optimum, normalized to 1.0 in the figures. Overall, the other nine algorithms
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perform reasonably well, with only one giving an average optimality gap larger than 20%. A summary of the
performance results, by means of ranking the algorithms by ascending order of average sub-optimality gap, is given
in Table I. In addition, the table provides key observationsas well as cross-references to this section’s text for more
detailed explanation and discussion.

TABLE I
ALGORITHM COMPARISONS.

Alg. Group Metric Group Shannon Shannon BPSK BPSK Comments
Activation Generation Eq. d Ran.d Eq. d Ran.d

i TF SR heuristic 7 6 9 9 Outperforms ii with Shan-
non rate function, see 3)

ii TF WSR heuristic 9 10 8 8 –
iii T∆ SR heuristic 10 8 10 10 –
iv T∆ WSR heuristic 6 5 7 5 Best performance among i–

iv, see 1)
v TF SR exact 3 3 5 6 Identical to vii, see 4) and

Section X
vi TF WSR exact 5 7 4 4 Better performance than v

under BPSK rates, see 3)
vii T∆ SR exact 3 3 5 6 –

viii T∆ WSR exact 2 2 3 3 Outperforms vii with small
∆, see 1) and 2)

ix LP dual heuristic 8 9 2 2 Good performance under
BPSK rates, see 1)

x LP dual exact 1 1 1 1 Optimal, high complexity,
see Section X.

Notes:
– Exact group selection consistently provides better results than heuristic selection, considering algorithm pairs viii
and iv, vii and iii, vi and ii, and v and i. See further discussion in 2).
– T∆-WSR-exact(viii) has close-to-optimality performance regardless ofthe rate function due to Max-Weight
Scheduling throughput optimality [32].
– Under Shannon rate function, algorithms i–viii yield better results in comparison to BPSK-based rates. See further
discussion in 1).
– Results are inconclusive for the activation duration method, except under theWSRmetric. See further discussion
in 4).

1) The effect of the rate function: The first eight algorithms all perform better when the ratesare derived from the
Shannon formula, in both demand cases. The explanation liesin the shapes of the two rate functions. The BPSK
rate is much more robust to interference from concurrent transmissions in comparison to the Shannon function.
Hence, at the optimum for the BPSK rate function, large-cardinality groups having similar rates on the links
are very likely to be used. With the Shannon formula, smallergroups of higher link rates are more favored in
the optimal schedule. Consequently, scheduling with BPSK rate is much more prone to sub-optimality in group
selection (as many groups perform similarly for bothSRandWSR), and, more importantly, to sub-optimality in
group activation (cf. Example 3 in Section II). ThusTF andT∆ become more sub-optimal for BPSK-derived
rates than those derived by the Shannon formula. This conclusion is further supported by the performance of
CG–heuristic. In this case, group activation is carried out with the LP, which is the best possible solution of
determining the time share among groups, justifying the better performance of this algorithm for the BPSK
case, as opposite to the other two heuristic activation strategies.

2) Exact versus heuristic group generation: For bothTF and T∆, heuristic group generation is always outper-
formed by the exact one. Hence enhancing the group generation module alone gives noticeable contribution
to the overall performance, regardless of the activation strategy. As expected, the impact of sub-optimality in
group selection is more striking in BPSK. As was mentioned above, larger groups are expected at optimum for
BPSK-derived rates. When the exact solution of group generation contains many elements, it is less probable
that greedy selection, as used in our heuristic, is able to approach optimality.

3) The effect of metric for group selection: Comparing the two metricsSRandWSR, the latter always yields better
results for theT∆ activation strategy, that is, the notion of remaining demand interacts better with emptying
queues progressively. This was also observed in the discussion of Figure 1. For BPSK,WSRalso outperforms
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SRfor TF activation. The reason is that the optimal schedule with BPSK tends to use groups of similar sizes.
With SR, there is a higher risk that a small-cardinality group with low sum-rate and high remaining demand
will have to be deployed by the end, making the overall schedule inferior in comparison to balancing the
remaining queues in group selection. For Shannon-based rates, the structure at optimum is quite the opposite,
andSRbehaves better thanWSRin TF.

4) Activation duration:From the above two figures, the examples in Section II, and theresults in Figure 1, it is
inconclusive whether theTF or T∆ activation should be in general preferred. However, if theWSRmetric is
employed in group generation,T∆ is clearly superior. This is because the group selection metric WSRcan be
seen as a component in the maximum weight scheduling algorithm. Coupling it with theT∆ activation and
exact group generation, we indeed obtain a max-weight scheduling algorithm for a fully deterministic setting.
In addition, the two group activation strategies coincide in TF–SR–Exactand T∆–SR–Exact, as justified by
our discussion in Section X and the results in Figure 1.

5) Demand distribution: Finally, the demand structure (uniform versus non-uniform) has a noticeable impact on
performance, when heuristic group generation is used. In general, the results show improved performance
when the initial demand is non-uniform. This can be attributed to the demand ordering in group construction
of the heuristic that we used. Non-uniform demands aid the heuristic to better differentiate among the links,
especially in the BPSK case where the effect of non-uniform demand is indeed more prominent, as the links
in a group tend to have more similar rates. For the Shannon-based rate function, with exact group generation
coupled withTF and T∆, the demand structure has virtually no effect on performance. For BPSK-derived
rates, however, non-uniform demand leads to smaller sub-optimality gap. This is because the sub-optimality
of TF andT∆ in group activation is more crucial for uniform demand that resembles the structure of Example
3.

XII. C ONCLUSION

We have considered the minimum-time scheduling problem forthe case of emptyingN queues over a shared
channel. The generic consideration of rates, which may be produced by some underlying function, unifies the
previously considered formulations. Several fundamentalresults on the solution characterization have been obtained.
First, we have confirmed the hardness of the problem for all continuous and monotonically increasing functions
in SINR. Second, optimality conditions of two baseline scheduling strategies are developed and formalized. Third,
we have demonstrated how the special case of cardinality-based rates can be solved efficiently. On the algorithmic
side, we have presented a framework that accommodates both exact and sub-optimal scheduling solutions. Extensive
simulation results have been provided and assessed to quantify the performance of some specific algorithm designs.

The research line of the current paper suggests several extensions. For example, we may consider cooperative
methods among the links, including relaying each other’s messages. In that case we could have multiple transmitters
that transmit to the same receiver draining the same queue simultaneously. Another extension is the fundamental
solution characterization under a multi-objective setting that incorporates both efficiency (i.e., time) and energy
expenditure, or that includes the aspect of fairness among the links. Multi-hop or multicasting applications are
also of interest. Last but not least, it is important to use the insights from this work in the problem of scheduling
with continuous arrivals (rather than the queue draining problem). Of course the ultimate cross-layer optimization
version that chooses both schedules and rates remains looming large as a major challenge.
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APPENDIX A
L INEAR PROGRAMMING OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR THESCHEDULING PROBLEM

For an LP, it is well-known [3], [25] that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality condition is both sufficient
and necessary. For the scheduling problem, this optimalitycharacterization boils down to the existence of a pair of
solutionsT andπ for LP (3) and its dual (4), respectively, such that the following three conditions hold:

1) primal feasibility, that is,T is a feasible solution of (3);
2) dual feasibility, that is,π is a feasible solution of (4);
3) complementary slackness, that is, the product of each primal variable and the corresponding dual constraint is

zero and vice versa:
• Tc(

∑

i∈c
ricπi − 1) = 0,∀c ∈ H, and

• πi(
∑

c∈H ricTc − di) = 0,∀i ∈ N .

By the KKT optimality characterization, a solution pair satisfying the above conditions are optimal for (3) and
(4), respectively. Note that, because (3b) are equalities,primal feasibility implies the second part of complementary
slackness.

The simplex algorithm is a standard method for solving LPs. The algorithm goes through a sequence of solutions,
each being a BFS. As was discussed earlier, for (3), a BFS is characterized byN out of the2N −1 variables. These
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N variables are known as basic variables, of which the corresponding columns form a square matrixB. For the
N basic variables, their values are determined byB

−1
d. A BFS means also thatB−1

d ≥ 0, i.e., primal feasibility
and hence the second part of complementary slackness. Definedual solutionπ = e

′
B

−1, wheree′ is the vector
of ones. For the basic variables, it is easily verified that the first part of complementary slackness is satisfied by
the definition ofπ. For the non-basic variables, this part of complementary slackness also holds simply because
these variables have value zero. What remains is dual feasibility, that is, 1 − e

′
B

−1
rc ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N , whererc

is the column vector of variableTc in (3). The left-hand side is known as reduced cost in the simplex algorithm.
For theN basic variables, the reduced cost is clearly zero and thus the corresponding dual feasibility condition is
fulfilled. This is not the case for all the non-basic variables, unless the solution is optimal. The termination criterion
of the simplex algorithm is non-negative reduced cost (for minimization), and this is in fact dual feasibility in the
KKT condition. If the criterion is not satisfied, the simplexalgorithm will choose a non-basic variable with negative
reduced cost, and perform a pivot operation; namely, to bring this variable into the basis and exclude a variable from
the basis. Moreover, if the latter is not degenerate, i.e., it has a positive value before pivoting, the pivot operation is
guaranteed to strictly improve the objective function value. Applying a sequence of pivoting operations, the simplex
algorithm will eventually arrive at a solution satisfying dual feasibility and conclude optimality.

APPENDIX B
THE BPSK RATE FUNCTION FOR A MULTI-USER ENVIRONMENT

This is standard material from basic digital communicationtheory, summarized here for completeness.
Assuming an uncoded BPSK modulation scheme, in an interference-free environment the bit error probabilityz

is given by

z = Q

(

√

2Eb

N0

)

,

where the functionQ(x) is the probability that a Gaussian random variable with zeromean and unit variance
exceedsx. The Eb

N0
fraction is the system SNR, where the numerator is the bit energy and the denominator is the

power spectral density (psd) of the noise, both in Joules [18].
In the presence of interference by concurrent transmissions, denoting byT0 the duration of one BPSK symbol

the bit rate will berb = 1
T0

. The received bit power is alsoPb =
Eb

T0
in Watts. Then the error rate can be calculated

as

z = Q

(

√

2Eb

IN

)

= Q

(

√

2PbT0

IN

)

= Q

(

√

2Pb

INrb

)

,

whereIN denotes the sum of all interference energy in Joule (which weconsider it to be an AWGN signal) plus
the noise psd. Notice thatIN can be approximated by scaling the sum of the interference powers received by a
time factor, in order to obtain an appropriate quantity in Joules.

Observe now that any change in theIN value, under a fixedz and fixedPb, leaves us with the symbol duration
T0, i.e. the bit rate, as the only control we have to keep the equation above satisfied. Hence, solving the error rate
equation above yields our approximation to the BPSK bit rate:

rb =
2

Q−1(z)2
Pb

IN
,

whereQ−1 is the inverseQ-function.
Note that for general pulses the BPSK symbol rate must satisfy rs = B/k, wherek is the spectral efficiency

(which for ideal pulses we can assume to be equal to one) andB is the channel bandwidth [18]. Hence, we limit
our BPSK rate function results to a maximum rate valuermax

b = rs = B, i.e.

rb = min

{

2

Q−1(z)2
Pb

IN
, B

}

.
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Fig. 4. The Shannon-based and BPSK-based rates, per bandwidth unit, versus the SINR.
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